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limited number of rounds can be ‘fired. 
minute. The U. S. rifle caliber :.30 MI903 © ns 

the bolt to the rear. The weight. of the bo 
backed up by a strong spring keeps the bolt _ 
‘closed during the moment of firing and while © | 

SMALL ARMS (GENERAL , 

of the round. It is the opening of the breech 
end of the barrel. 

6. Extracting. Pulling the empty ow 
from the chamber, 

7. Bj jecting. Expelling the empty case 
from the receiver. 
8. Coeking. Preparing the firing mechan- 

ism for the next firing phase. 
C. Weapon Operating Systems. The 

type of operation which supplies the force 
for ‘weapons to function may be ‘manuel, 
recoil, blowback, or gas: . 
<1. Manual, Manually operated weapotis » barre 
require the shooter to provide the force for: 
call phases of operation. Thus they’ cannot 
be automatic or semi- -automatic; : sand only. Z 

is a manually operated weapon. 
2. Inertia or blowback... Inertia or. ‘Blow. fn 

back operated weapons use part of. the- -e) 
panding powder gases. in the barrel to for. 

high. Yn the long recoil sistem, the be 
barrel and‘ barrel extension move rearw: 
the entire distance locked together. The b 
el and barrel extension unlock from the b 
and as they move forward a new round: 

: chamibered and the bolt is tripped and clos 
This’ type is ‘used where the rate of fire 
not high, such as the automatic shotgun’ a 
automatic. artillery. In both types the bax 
must . ‘move, an easy identification feature. 

- Weapons. operated - by gas | 
expanding powder geses in’ 
bve: a piston which is housed 
This. Piston provides the fo: 

to. make the piece funetion. ‘The e 

the gas pressure is high. The Thompson Sub "4 

Machine Gun is a blowback type weapon. 
A blowback operated weapon usually ” ‘has 
no positive locking devices. 

3. Recoil. Recoil operation utilizes. ~ the a 
‘rearward push of the cartridge case “against © 4 
the face of the bolt to move the bolt, barrel : 2 

and other parts rearward. There are two types __ 
in use today. The short recoil, in which: the - 
bolt, barrel and barrel extension move rear- 
ward locked together: for a short distance, 

_where the bolt unlocks and continues inde- © 
pendently to the rear. The automatic pistol 7 
caliber .45, MI911AI1 and the Browning Ms ot 
chine Guns use this system. This type of 
operation is used where the rate of fire is 

Care and a. | 

A. General. The Marine today is armed : a 
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‘ing mee ‘the capacity of the aged ZANE 
Us: Ss. Catbine,. Cebber: 20, wilh do i: 
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unless he gives » them: the proper. nets and crevices. 

; are no: better. than the clubs car- | B. Cleaning of Weapons in Garrison. 
ve. Men, - ‘Seventy-five. sper. cent-of The daily care of your weapon is a small 

sae that. occur. on. a. modern auto. job requiring only a few minutes of your 
Can: _, me. Then you will have a weapon that will 

7 - leaing, In . pass inspections and stand by you when you 
the é eare and “leenine, 6 your weapon need it. Here is all there is to it: 
ple job, . but{there’ are-a few things. 1. Inspect your weapon. Be sure the 

ber under. animal. conditions, Let chamber i is enxpty. 
k . ak. of the. | 2. Field strip it. 

. 3. With a dry rag, wipe off all old oil 
and dirt. 
. 4. Use your toothbrush to clean the cor- 

mers, screw heads, etc. 

oo. & Run a dry patch through the bore to 

remove the old oil and dirt. Repeat this 
_ process. until several patches come out clean. 

Tf the bore is still dirty, proceed as you 
would ta clean‘ the weapon after firing. 

_.+.6., Run a lightly oiled patch through the 
; bore. ‘Don’t forget the chamber. 
"2 Put a light coat of oil over all metal 
‘parts on your weapon, being careful not to 
trap perspiration off your ‘fingers under the 

_ oil, where it can start rust. 
% If your weapon is. magazine fed, ‘in- 

: spect the interior of the magazine by de- 
“pressing the follower. . If the interior is dirty 
ox rusted, disassemble, clean and oil. lightly. 

ss . You can avoid many stoppages by always 
ifle handling your magazines so that they will 

“not. become dirty or dented. 
_.« 9. Assemble your weapon and store it in. 

a dust-free place. REMEMBER: 

an your weapon at least once'a day. hard-to-reach parts. Your CO may miss it, 
Clean the. chamber with the same care . but will your weapon forget it? 

« bore. 4. Run a patch all the way through the 
Bee a toothbrush to > clean the saall, ‘Bore before you try to pull the rod back out. 

DON’T 

Don’t use unauthorized cleaning ma- terials. They will damage your weapon. 



have oiled them. Perspiration from your 
hands will cause rust. 
3. Don’t place a patch or plug in the muz- 
_ de of your weapon. The barrel will rust due 

to moisture trapped by the patch. Serious 
_ injury may result if you should forget to re- 
move the patch or plug and attempt to fire 
the weapon. 

4. Don’t wrap your weapon. The wrap- 

weapon. 
5. Don’t attempt to disassemble your weap- 

_ damage certain parts beyond repair. 
6. Don’t damage the face of the bolt with 

bore and chamber but not so long that ‘it 

bolt with a cloth stuffed into the receiver. _ 
C. Cleaning Weapons Before Firing. 

the following: . ; 

come in contact with the ammunition. 

dirt, mud or snow in the bore. 

injury. 

to see that magazines are clean and opera- 

tive. 

1. Clean your weapon as soon as possible 
after firing. 

three days. 
3. Run the wire brush all the way through — 
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2. Don’t handle parts carelessly sfter you 

. starts rust., As: ‘rustig -progresses it eats i 

ping will hold moisture and rust your : 

on beyond authorized stripping. . You may 

a cleaning rod that is too long. The rod. is how it'’s-done: - 
‘should be long enough to pass through the. 

‘Before you fire your weapon you should do - 

1. Clean your weapon ‘as you would in 
garrison but DO NOT put oil in the bore,. side 
chamber, or on parts of the weapon that will 

2. In the field make sure there is no dust, - 
Failure to 

observe this precaution may result in serious cle 

3. Lf your weapon is magazine fed, check “daly for ‘at Teast. three days: after 

2. Clean your weapon daily for the next |; oh © ani 
, “other | plas 

D. Cleaning Weapons After Firing 
After your weapon has been fired the taste 
of cleaning it is even more important thea 
the every day. care. you give it in the baw 
racks, When the primer of the militar 
cartridge explodes, it covers the bore w 
potassium - chloride, / ‘a substance like tz 
salt. This salt in’ the: bore holds moisture 

the metal: in the. ea Jeng | a hole. 

ah Follow: step | L to Ae as. you. vould wh 

strikes the face of the bolt. Hf a long rod is == 
- used, remove the bolt or cover the face of the el 

Be. snag oe een gan pica e 

‘the bore. Mime ing back and forth in’ 
barrel will: reir the brash, . 

_the ehamber, | face of belt. 
ore -gathon has accumu 

swith rife. by



' In deser' 

Y. r..weapon willbe repaired by a 
ed ordnance repairman. Above all do - not attempt to. detail strip or repair your 

+ weapon yourself.» Modern military’ weapons 

ary to ‘clean your weapons. more eaday, ee 
Care of Weapons in Desert Cli- 

es, Due to the fact ‘that there. is little 
ature in the air; rustis a. small - problem 
the desert, but where vegetation does not 

{Over the earth, a large quantity of dirt, 
=2at and sand is constanily swept through the 

“are expensive “and made ‘by precision meth- 
_ ods, Without the proper: skill and tools, at- 
tempts by'-you to’ repair your own ‘weapon 

_ can be. damaging to’ the: weapon and dan- 
_ gerous to yeu. 

J. Special Instructions. Due to the dif- 
ference in operation and construction of some 
weapons, additional steps and precautions are 
required for their care that are not covered 
by this chapter. These special instructions 
will be covered in the chapter on. the par- 
ticular weapon, . 


